Rationale

Healthcare access and affordability are crucial components of equitable healthcare delivery that resurface the importance of the social determinants of health and the relationship between health equity and healthcare delivery. The social determinants of health define the magnitude of health disparities and inequities across communities. Healthcare distributors work to mitigate these disparities through safe and efficient product distribution, assuring product integrity, supporting community-clinical connectivity and practicing social responsibility.

Background

Health disparities are preventable differences in length of life, quality of life, severity of disease, access to treatment and rates of disease, disability and death. Communities across the country experience health disparities due to differences in healthcare delivery, accessibility and affordability. Healthcare delivery includes the organization and delivery of any service dealing with the diagnosis and treatment of disease, or the promotion, maintenance and restoration of health. Healthcare affordability and accessibility refer to the value, cost and timely delivery of personal health services to achieve the best possible health outcomes.

Healthcare equity can be achieved through intentional policies and practices that ensure each person can attain their full health potential regardless of socioeconomic or medical status by removing obstacles to health such as poverty and discrimination. Distributors play a crucial role in promoting healthcare equity by constantly innovating to meet evolving healthcare demands, directly investing in and empowering communities across the country and continuously delivering medicines and medical products during both steady-state and crisis scenarios. In providing a critical connection point to pharmacies and providers, distributors provide safe and reliable access to approximately 10 million medicines, vaccines and healthcare products, so that any person can get the products they need at the right place and right time. Connections among healthcare systems and services, public health agencies and community-based organizations (also known as community-clinical linkages) are crucial to addressing the social determinants of health and reducing health disparities.
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Disparities and Inequities in Healthcare Access and Affordability

Inequities in public- and private-sector policies and programs contribute to disparities in the distribution of healthcare facilities, services, providers and goods across all segments of a community. As a result, communities across the nation experience differences in healthcare access and healthcare affordability. Healthcare affordability refers to multiple elements across the healthcare supply chain. These elements include the ability of patients to afford quality treatment, the ability of pharmacies and providers to secure medical products and the general operating costs and burdens of moving essential products to where they are needed most. Distributors provide services which work to reduce each of these costs every day, and distributors are estimated to save the healthcare system as much as $63 billion annually. Unequal access to healthcare is a primary focus of HDA and its members. Distributors aim to reduce healthcare disparities by providing quality services and support to communities and their sites of care.

Healthcare Access

Access to healthcare, or the “timely use of personal health services to achieve the best possible health outcomes,” is integral to healthcare equity. This extends beyond physically getting to a point of care; elements of healthcare access include entry into the healthcare system; receipt of services; timeliness of services; and provision of services by capable, qualified and culturally competent providers. When people can easily connect with a trusted provider to understand their health and plan for and receive care, they are more likely to receive recommended preventative services and achieve their desired health outcomes.

Many people report experiencing challenges that prevent them from accessing healthcare or limit their access to healthcare. These challenges can be grouped into the categories of geographical barriers, financial barriers and service barriers. Distributors work to reduce each of these barriers through different means, including:

- Expanding their service areas to new communities;
- Working to ensure an affordable price of medical products for sites of care, pharmacies and their patients; and,
- Ensuring that sites of care and pharmacies have sufficient stock so that they can provide reliable and meaningful services to their communities.

Geographical Barriers

Geographical barriers prevent people from accessing care because services are either far away or are difficult to access. Over 80 percent of counties across the U.S. lack access to the critical services needed to maintain health, including pharmacies, primary care providers, hospitals, hospital beds, trauma centers and low-cost community health centers (CHCs). These barriers are particularly present in urban and rural communities that lack the resources to support health-promoting infrastructure. In rural areas, people may have to travel for long periods of time to reach the closest provider. Meanwhile, although healthcare providers may be closer in urban areas, proximity does not always equate to accessibility. Traveling to a healthcare provider may require taking public transportation, seeking rides from friends and relatives or waiting in traffic for extended periods. In addition, people who are transportation disadvantaged have worse access to healthcare.

Geographical barriers not only apply to care and provider access, but also to obtaining medications and medical supplies. Although distributors work around the clock to ensure that patients nationwide can access the medications and supplies they need in a timely manner, physical proximity to sites of care with
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consistent support remains important, particularly for last-mile delivery. When communities lack the physical infrastructure to support last-mile delivery, delivering supplies and medication becomes more costly and time-consuming. Insufficient hubs (i.e., if a carrier does not have a hub that is able to get to the target last-mile location within 45 minutes) further compromise timeliness and availability.\(^{18}\) Of note, distributors are currently working with communities, health departments and all levels of government to eliminate these last-mile challenges toward equitable access to COVID-19 vaccines by distributing them to CHCs in vulnerable communities.\(^{19}\) Further, the industry works to eliminate last-mile challenges during steady-state and crisis scenarios; minimizing these challenges increases access to services for communities.

Because over 90 percent of Americans live within 5 miles of a pharmacy, pharmacists have the potential to serve as critical healthcare providers by serving as points of care. In their current scope of practice, pharmacists can provide prescription medications, over-the-counter products and diagnostic, preventive and urgent care services.\(^{20}\) An examination of pharmacy deserts found that pharmacy availability and accessibility was persistently lower in Black communities than in white and integrated communities, largely due to geographical barriers.\(^{21}\) Distributors maintain a strong partnership with pharmacies across the country, with 95 percent of pharmaceutical sales traveling through distributors in 2022. This relationship is particularly critical for independent pharmacies that distributors service — and especially for those who are under-resourced and/or reside in medically underserved or difficult-to-reach communities. Distributors provide a broad range of services to these independent pharmacies through Pharmacy Service Administrative Organizations (PSAOs). Services provided to independent pharmacies from PSAOs include reducing unnecessary costs, keeping pharmacies up to date on industry changes, and allowing pharmacies to utilize the PSAO’s contracting expertise to provide access to more patients among other benefits.

### Financial Barriers

Financial barriers are cost-related constraints that prevent people from seeking care. People who do not have health insurance coverage tend to be non-senior adults in working families with low incomes. In general, people of color are more likely to be uninsured than white people.\(^{22}\) People who are underinsured (i.e., have healthcare insurance but have disproportionately high out-of-pocket costs or deductibles relative to their incomes) are more likely to lack adequate coverage.\(^{23}\) This disproportionately affects Black people, people of color and individuals with low income.\(^{24}\) People who do not have paid sick leave, or cannot take time off work to attend appointments, are also less likely to have access to healthcare.\(^{25}\)

### Service Barriers

Service barriers occur when the type, quality or accessibility of providers do not meet individual or community needs and thus inhibit care-seeking behaviors. People with physical, intellectual and developmental disabilities experience barriers such as facility inaccessibility, staff inability to accommodate communication and support needs and provider bias.\(^{26}\) Similarly, people who cannot access healthcare services that meet their social, cultural and linguistic needs (e.g., language preferences, literacy levels, representation among providers and staff) have worse access to healthcare.\(^{27}\) People who live in an area experiencing a shortage of providers (e.g., primary care, specialty care, dental, mental health, nursing) have worse access to healthcare because the healthcare services in their area do not have the capacity to fully support their community.\(^{28}\)
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**Healthcare Affordability**

Healthcare affordability affects people’s decisions about insurance coverage, care seeking and treatment adherence. About half of adults in the U.S. report difficulty affording healthcare costs, with larger shares among people with lower incomes, Black and Hispanic adults, and women. Four in 10 adults report some form of medical debt. Most adults in the United States with medical debt are disproportionately people of color, underinsured or uninsured, and lower income.

Out-of-pocket expenses can prevent people from seeking recommended health screenings, preventive care and adhering to treatment plans (e.g., not filling prescriptions, skipping pills to stretch supply). Data from the Kaiser Family Foundation show that about one-third of Americans fail to take medications as prescribed due to cost, with 19 percent of respondents saying they do not fill their prescription and 12 percent saying they cut pills in half or skip doses. A 2021 report conducted by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation found that unmet prescription needs were highest among uninsured adults and insured women, people with low incomes, and people with multiple chronic health conditions. To better serve patients, distributors are seeking to empower patients through medical adherence programs which are both a benefit to the patient and healthcare system.

**How Distributors Promote Healthcare Equity**

Distributors play a critical but often invisible role in ensuring people have uninterrupted access to the life-supporting medicines, supplies and equipment. As an intermediary between manufacturers and consumer organizations, distributors promote equity by providing safe, efficient and reliable delivery of medicines and healthcare products. Healthcare distributors strive to ensure that any person in any community can receive the medicines and products they need when they need them.

**Providing Safe, Efficient Product Distribution**

Distributors contribute to efforts to make sure all people in all communities can access and can afford the vaccines, therapeutics and supplies they need.

Distributors play a crucial role in ensuring products are consistently available in all communities. To accomplish this, they leverage data related to sourcing, storage, customer purchases and transport logistics to illuminate patterns, anticipate issues, manage inventory, and control costs. These data allow distributors to create contingency plans and enterprise resilience strategies in anticipation of supply chain disruptions.

Distributors collaborate with their supply chain partners, including manufacturers and other distributors, to develop and implement response strategies that allow them to shift aspects of their logistical operations to ensure that inventory management and distribution remain as safe and efficient as possible during disasters and other disruptions. Common strategies include:

1. Increasing product inventory to anticipate emergency needs;
2. Identifying alternate routes to anticipate inaccessibility;
3. Providing advanced ordering options and inventory consultation for pharmacies and healthcare facilities;
4. Increasing capacity at alternative distribution centers; and,
5. Positioning supplies ahead of disruptions (e.g., backup generators, fuel, vehicles, linens, food, water).

Distributors’ logistical expertise allows them to quickly spring into action during emergencies to rapidly deliver medical supplies and disaster aid packages around the clock to impacted communities, ensuring the right healthcare supplies are getting to the right areas at the right times.

- Following Hurricanes Harvey and Irma, Cencora used unconventional methods to deliver product directly to consumers, *sourcing rental trucks for local couriers who lost vehicles due to the flooding*. In addition, Cencora scout drivers used two-way radios to communicate with couriers about best pathways for completing their deliveries to hospitals, pharmacies, and clinics.

- Distributor expertise supported the *Supply Chain Control Tower* (SCCT), which aided to maintain supply chain resilience during the COVID-19 pandemic. This program was an information-sharing public-private partnership that allowed for enhanced monitoring of drug shortages and enabled swift responses toward them.

Distributors also strive to *keep medicines and supplies affordable* for patients. The industry serves as the lowest-cost and most efficient link in the supply chain, in most cases providing next-day service to healthcare providers. A *2017 study* published by the University of Southern California Schaeffer Center for Health Policy & Economics showed that wholesalers are able to operate on the smallest margins of any other entity in the healthcare supply chain. Cost-effective delivery provides savings to the healthcare system.

In the context of the drug pricing debate, it is important to note the clear distinction between the role that distributors play in the physical handling and distribution of essential medicines in the supply chain versus the role that other entities play in the payment chain. Distributors play a central role in ensuring the safe and efficient movement of vaccines, therapeutics and supplies from manufacturers to frontline providers and pharmacies who are treating patients. In contrast, payment chain entities, such as health plans and pharmacy benefit managers, serve as financial gatekeepers that determine which medicines a patient can access and the costs associated with those medicines.

**Assuring Product Integrity**

**Distributors contribute to efforts to make sure that all people in all communities are given the right medical products.**

Distributors work diligently to maintain the integrity of products in the healthcare supply chain so that people can be assured the medicines and medical products they consume are sourced, manufactured and distributed using proper practices related to ingredients, labeling, production/packaging processes and/or handling methods. Numerous laws, regulations and initiatives exist to strengthen supply chain security and safety amid mounting domestic and global threats.


The Drug Supply Chain Security Act, championed by HDA and distributors, requires product tracing for prescription drugs as they move through the supply chain. Through implementation, distributors, along with supply chain trading partners, are complying with a range of legal requirements established to protect consumers from drugs and products that may be counterfeit, contaminated or stolen by:

- Providing product transaction data along with serialized product upon a change of ownership;
- Working with authorized trading partners;
- Adhering to strengthened federal licensure standards; and,
- Establishing processes to detect and remove potentially dangerous drugs from the supply chain.

Supporting Community-Clinical Partnerships

Distributors contribute to efforts to make sure that all people in all communities can follow through with the guidance they receive from healthcare providers to achieve optimal health.

To help their supply chain partners maximize efficiency and enhance their ability to prioritize patients, distributors have begun to establish partnerships, such as patient and administrator support, adherence program administration, and co-pay and prior authorization support, among other services.

Adherence programs provide a single point of contact between patients and prescribers, enabling better communication and counseling to educate patients and ensure compliance throughout the course of treatment. This individualized communication is facilitated through new and traditional techniques, such as online web portals and telephone outreach.

Distributors operate in partnership with pharmaceutical companies to provide patients with manufacturer co-pay assistance, making medications and treatments significantly more affordable. Insurance companies often require extensive paperwork and clinical information for review before approving a drug. Distributors can expedite the prior authorization process to ensure patients receive the medicines and treatments they need as quickly as possible.

Practicing Social Responsibility

As socially responsible organizations, distributors consider the environmental, social and governance impacts of their companies. From safeguarding the environment, to developing relationships with the customers and the communities in which they operate, to pursuing diversity and inclusion in their workforces, distributors are mission-driven members of the healthcare sector. HDA and its members are committed to leading the healthcare distribution industry into a more diverse, equitable and inclusive future.

Commitment to Healthcare Equity

By implementing the guiding principles for equity and access, HDA and its members demonstrate their commitment to supporting efforts to ensure people can receive equitable, accessible and affordable healthcare, especially those who are disproportionately impacted by health disparities.

Affordability

Affordability is a seminal issue for distributors and impacts their pricing strategy and overall operations. Distributors maintain low costs and overall efficiency by operating on the slimmest margins in the healthcare system (0.4 percent after taxes). HDA members ultimately save the
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healthcare ecosystem up to $63 billion annually. HDA members are committed to lowering the costs to frontline providers and their patients through improving system efficiency, managing risk, and supporting policies that lower barriers to medical products and improve healthcare delivery.

### Accessibility

Distributors play a crucial role in ensuring the availability and integrity of medical products. HDA members support greater health access across the nation by taking measures to improve the penetration of quality healthcare services into low density healthcare communities, and by empowering pharmacies, including independent and community pharmacies, to help individuals receive care and adhere to treatment plans.43

### Partnerships

HDA and its members believe that partnerships allow for more effective and equitable healthcare. The vast networks of distributors and their partners allow them to provide public and private organizations, including rural and safety-net providers, with an additional layer of resources that they would be unlikely to tap into on their own. HDA members engage in public-private partnerships to share information and coordinate strategies to bolster healthcare supply chain resilience and advance healthcare equity.

### Environmental Sustainability

Healthcare distributors recognize their responsibility to protect the planet and drive meaningful actions on climate change. HDA members are committed to reducing the environmental impact of the health supply chain without compromising efficiency, reliability and integrity.

### Preparedness

Distributors play a critical role in sustaining continuity of healthcare after a disruption. HDA members are committed to maintaining awareness of hazards and risks and enhancing their ability to rapidly mobilize essential medical products to maintain continuity of care.

### Community Investment

Many healthcare distributors have implemented programs that invest in or alleviate the healthcare related struggles of vulnerable communities to improve equity and access. The ability for distributors to invest in and partner with communities is essential for both expanding equitable healthcare access and for improving local resiliency in case of shocks to the delivery system. Accordingly, HDA members are committed to engaging with and investing in local communities.

---
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### About the Healthcare Distribution Alliance

The Healthcare Distribution Alliance (HDA) represents primary pharmaceutical distributors — the vital link between the nation’s pharmaceutical manufacturers and pharmacies, hospitals, long-term care facilities, clinics, and others nationwide. Since 1876, HDA has helped members navigate regulations and innovations to get the right medicines to the right patients at the right time, safely and efficiently. The HDA Research Foundation, HDA’s nonprofit charitable foundation, serves the healthcare industry by providing research and education focused on priority healthcare supply chain issues.